
        Pre-formal update Autumn 18/19 

Pre-formal news! 

We have had many changes in Pre-Formal this year - we have a new teacher called 
Aimee who has Form AS.   Emma has her own class called EM.  Lucy and David are 
sharing a class called Form LR/DB.  We also have Rachel’s class -  Form RB and 
Nicola and Zuzanna’s class ZD/NB.  

We have a brand new sensory room in the Sensory block.  The pupils have been 
incredibly excited about accessing the new room - pupils from across the school and 
curriculums have been using the room and its new features. 

 



Form ZD/NB 

We  have been doing "Mrs Rainbow" as a topic therefore the majority of our craft is 
about different colours and rainbows.. 
The rainbows on the papers are prints from paint squirted in 
the rainbow shape into a shaving foam. The prints came out 
puffy from the shaving foam 
and also smelled lovely. 

The other rainbow is in the 
plastic wallet is result of 
squirting paint in layers in 
plastic bags and then running 
our hands over them after we 
had sealed them. They are 
going to be on our windows 

catching the sun.  

We also went out to the playground to see which colours occur in nature around us 
and if there are the same ones as in the rainbow. We collected several items of 
different colours. 

 



Form LR/DB 

In our class we have been doing a topic 
called “my body” we have been learning 
about our faces, how our body moves and 
our organs! 

We have focused on something different 
each week and we have been focusing on 
eyes - we had a fun sensory art lesson - 
we felt pretend eye balls! Yuk! 

We have been doing a story about the body and we use mirrors and listen and dance 
to music.  The Sensology workout lesson is lots of fun and we have been enjoying 
using our new Sensory room! 

We have also made “our faces” for the display using lots of different sensory 
materials.  Do you know who these belong too? 

 

 

 



Form AS 

In Form AS we have been exploring the 
topic of ‘Ourselves’, focussing on a 
different part of our bodies each week. 
In sensory art we made a hard dough, 
exploring the wet and dry ingredients 
such as oil, flour and salt with our 
mouths, eyes, ears, hands and feet!  

While exploring with our hands and feet 
we made prints into the dough, which 
show how different and unique all our 
hands and feet are in size and shape!  

Form EM 
 

We have been looking at a topic called 
“ourselves”  - we are in a new class room 
with some new staff so it has been great 
getting to know one another. 

The first  picture is a 'family tree' that we 
started during transition. The second 
image are of our tactile Letters that the 
children made for the display. 

 



Form RB 

Here is a photo of some of our Scottish Thistles. We are currently exploring Scotland 
this term and the world of Scottish Myths and Legends. We created our thistles in a 
collage style focusing on the choice of materials and using different textures. 
Materials were chosen by individuals after exploration and stuck on with staff 
support. 


